Innovative Fiberglass Solutions

Custom Fiberglass Manhole Covers

VPC FIBERGLASS
VPC’s Custom Fiberglass Manhole Cover

VPC offers a wide variety of manhole, vault, basin, and wet well covers custom-made to meet the specifications for your application. VPC's fiberglass covers are lightweight when compared to a cast iron cover, greatly reducing the chance of injury when handling the cover.

Our custom covers are rated for pedestrian traffic and durable enough to withstand even the most corrosive environments. Options such as slip-resistant, non-skid surface, safety colors, recessed handles or finger pulls and locks are available.

With numerous application possibilities, VPC has provided custom covers for all industries including retail, educational institutions, municipalities and more.

Additionally, VPC can customize a manhole riser for changes to grade or snowy conditions, which make manholes difficult to locate. These risers are shipped complete with locking covers.

Our sales and design team will walk you through all of the critical information needed to fabricate a custom cover to provide a cost-effective, safer and lighter way to cover manholes.